
SteamWorld Heist

**About SteamWorld Heist**

SteamWorld Heist is a strategy game in which players control a crew of robot pirates. In this turn-

based game, your goal is to fight enemy robots and cleave a way through enemy spaceships.

SteamWorld Heist plays many years after the end of the world. The game is located in the

universe, which is populated not by humans, but by robotic pirates. These have only one goal: They

want to loot as many ships as possible to collect resources that ensure their survival. You play the

leader of such a robot crew. Round by round you have to lead your robots through spaceships

where numerous opponents await you. In order to fight your opponents, your robots are equipped

with weapons. SteamWorld Heist is not without reason a strategy game. In order to eliminate as

many opponents as possible, you often have to be several steps ahead of the enemy crew. You

decide which strategic moves you want to make during the round.

**SteamWorld Heist - Features:**

- Fight for resources: SteamWorld Heist plays many years after the earth was destroyed by a

powerful explosion. The universe has become the new home of a very special species: instead of

humans, the universe is populated by robotic pirates. These have one goal: They must find as

many resources as possible in order to survive. For this they have to board and loot enemy ships.

The crews of the enemy ships, however, will not give up their resources without a fight.

- Turn based strategy game: In SteamWorld Heist you only have one round to make a move. After

you make a move, it's your opponent's turn. During your turn, you can move your character, hide

behind items, or shoot at your opponent. Note, however, that you often have to be several steps

ahead of the enemy. Sometimes it's a good idea to place your character streategically first in order

to do more damage in the next round. You also have the possibility to use special items, such as

exploding barrels, to kill your enemies from a distance. You can also fire special shots that bounce

off the spaceship wall several times before they reach your target.

- Equip your crew: In order to wipe out your enemies as quickly as possible, you need very strong

weapons. As the game progresses, you can equip your crew with stronger weapons and abilities.

Conclusion: SteamWorld Heist is a successful strategy game that offers players turn-based

combats with a lot of action.


